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CHAIRMAN’S ADDRESS
The year in summary
•

FY 2015 was a good year for Hellaby, with a 6.3% increase in Sales to $780 million, a 5.4%
increase in our Trading EBITDA to $59.1 million, and a 5.9% increase in our normalised Group Net
Profit after Tax to $28.4 million. In FY 2014, our Net Profit after Tax was impacted by the $26.9
million write-off of goodwill on our Footwear businesses. Our FY 2015 earnings per share were
28.6 cents, an increase of 4.4% of the normalised EPS for the prior year.

•

The highlights of the year were the continuing growth of our Automotive, Equipment and Oil & Gas
Services divisions, further bolt-on acquisitions at a capital cost of $24 million, and the sale of Elldex
Packaging for $33.1 million. We have determined that our Footwear business is non-core, and
stated that we will seek to divest our two Footwear businesses at an appropriate time.

•

Our markets and economies are providing plenty of challenges, with competition strong and
customer demands high, global business factors ever-present, plus the continued advancement of
technology options for businesses and consumers, business models are constantly under pressure
to adapt. Nevertheless, our management are up for the challenges, and overall have delivered
well in the last year.

•

John Williamson will take you through his review of FY 2015 in more detail shortly.

Dividend levels
•

In December 2014, we announced a change to our dividend pay-out policy, increasing the payout
ratio to around 75% of Net Profit after Tax Attributable to Shareholders. This was well received by
shareholders at the time.

•

Your final dividend for FY 2015 is 12.5 cents per share, which you will receive on 2 October,
bringing total dividends for FY 2015 to 21.5 cents per share. All dividends have been fully imputed,
which means that the gross dividend yield was around 10%, which is a good return in today’s
markets.

Capital management
•

The board is regularly considering all aspects of capital management - in simple terms, the
measures of our return of investment and also our capital needs and sources going forward. This
includes capital for potential acquisitions, debt / equity levels relative to our target levels, how much
free cash flow we generate from our operations, our options for raising more capital when needed,
and options for releasing capital back to shareholders. We review the traded value of Hellaby
shares versus our view of intrinsic value, and the liquidity of our shares as measured by the
volume of shares traded.

•

The board has been disappointed with the level of Hellaby’s share price, which remains below both
the combined views of analysts who cover Hellaby, and our own assessment of the intrinsic value
of Hellaby shares.

•

Our preferred method of capital raising is a pro-rata rights issue, and we have also increased
capital over time through our dividend reinvestment scheme (although this is currently suspended).

•

At 30 June 2015, we have a gearing ratio of 22.3% (that is the ratio of our debt to our combined
debt and equity). The current gearing ratio is lower than our target gearing ratio of 45% or below.

•

The board is reviewing the merits of an on-market share buy back as a capital management
measure. No decision has been made in this regard.

•

We do not intend to hold excess capital for lengthy periods of time.

Shareholders feedback
•

During the last year, we have had good interaction, feedback and support from our institutional
shareholders, private shareholders and from Castle Investments Limited (a 100% subsidiary of
Hugh Green Group Limited), which holds 28% of Hellaby shares. We value that feedback and
support, and it helps us shape our approach to taking the business forward.

•

We intend to review our approach to Hellaby branding and communications, to determine what
improvements might be made in this area.

Directors
•

As a board, we have had a very busy year, and I want to thank my fellow directors for that.

•

The CEO search process, following the announcement in April 2015 by John Williamson that he
was stepping down, was informative and constructive for the board. It highlighted the significant
progress made over the last 8 years, and provided feedback on Hellaby’s strengths and
opportunities to improve.

•

We took the opportunity to reflect on strategy and outcomes, and review some important
processes. More on that a bit later.

•

The board will undertake an independently facilitated board evaluation review in the New Year
and, looking to the future, we will consider matters such as board skill mix, diversity, succession
and refreshment.

Hellaby people
•

We have a very talented senior management team, who have worked very hard, passionately and
diligently to build our businesses, and to grow the value of Hellaby.

•

We have about 3,000 people across our whole Hellaby group. Across my range of boards, I am
regularly reminded that the success of businesses is in large part as a result of people right across
organisations performing their roles well, as part of a larger team, every day and caring about the
outcomes for their customers and their colleagues.

•

So I want to acknowledge the contribution of all our Hellaby people, and to thank both senior
management and indeed all employees for their efforts.
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John Williamson stepping down
•

As I touched on earlier, John Williamson advised us in April this year that he would be stepping
down as CEO and Managing Director of Hellaby at this Annual Meeting.

•

John originally joined the board in 2005, and became CEO in 2007. Over the last 8 years, he has
led Hellaby with great passion, energy, dedication and skill. He took us through the difficult “Global
Financial Crisis” period and led the performance improvement programmes and rationalisation of
our business portfolio. The successful turnaround of those businesses was a substantial
achievement, ultimately recognised by John being announced as a Deloitte Top 200 finalist for the
CEO of the year award in 2012.

•

John and his team developed a growth strategy for Hellaby, which has seen us acquire Contract
Resources, and add bolt-on acquisitions to our Automotive and Equipment businesses which has
supplemented the growth of the original business units.

•

John, I want to thank you on behalf of all shareholders for everything that you have done for
Hellaby, and for laying a great foundation for our future. We wish you the very best for your future
endeavours.

•

Please join with me in showing John our appreciation for his contribution to Hellaby over the last 10
years, as a director and as our CEO.

Introduction of Alan Clarke
•

I would like to briefly introduce Alan Clarke, who the board has appointed as Hellaby’s new CEO.
Alan starts with us in early November 2015, and will be appointed to the Hellaby board. Alan has
had a very successful CEO career, including the last 15 years as CEO and Managing Director of
NZX listed Abano Healthcare.

•

Alan brings strong management skills and a proven commercial track record. He has
demonstrated an ability to realign organisation structure and build a high performing culture to
achieve agreed strategies incorporating merger and acquisition activity.

•

We are very pleased that Alan has agreed to join Hellaby as our new leader, and we look forward
to working with Alan to build the Hellaby group through its next stages of development.

The Future
•

As we look to the future, we will have a strong management team, including the fresh perspectives
from our new CEO, and we will review operational and group strategies after Alan has had the
chance to understand the businesses in more depth.

•

At a higher level, the board sees a narrower investment strategy for the future.

•

Our three core businesses - Automotive, Equipment and Oil & Gas Services - are performing well
and provide a strong foundation upon which the group will grow. We will continue to drive
execution of the business unit strategies and seek further performance improvement and growth.

•

We will continue to look for acquisitions in the existing core business sectors.

•

We will continue to measure our outcomes by total shareholder returns.
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•

Some directors and executives have taken the opportunity to acquire more Hellaby shares,
following our results announcement in August. This reflects the confidence that we have in
Hellaby.

•

We are excited by Hellaby’s prospects.

I will now hand over to John Williamson for his review.

ENDS

[Note: Reconciliations of non-GAAP financial measures are included on pages 2 to 12 of the 2015
Annual Report. Please refer to the 2015 Annual Report for terms and definitions.]
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HELLABY HOLDINGS LIMITED
ANNUAL MEETING
1 OCTOBER 2015
CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S ADDRESS
Thank you Steve and good afternoon fellow shareholders.
Five weeks ago, when we announced our 2015 financial year results, we gave the market and
shareholders a thorough update of our operational performance and our strategy.
Today, I’d like to give you some further insights on our direction and performance. Part of this will include
short presentations by two of our divisional chief executives – Colin Daly of the Automotive division; and
Andy Wells from Contract Resources, which makes up our Oil & Gas Services division.
I will be covering the following areas:
1.

The year’s performance

2.

Our growth path

3.

Looking ahead this financial year

Reaping the benefits of our growth strategy
As predicted at last year’s annual meeting, the 2015 financial year was one of solid growth, driven by
some strong operating performances. All key financial performance indicators were ahead of group
targets, and we achieved very good earnings growth from our three largest divisions – Oil & Gas
Services, Automotive and Equipment.
Here’s a quick overview of our performance highlights:

•

Group sales increased 6% to $779.5 million, primarily driven by acquisitions made over the past
two and a half years

•

Group trading EBITDA was up 5% to $59.1 million, which for the second consecutive year is a
record operating result for Hellaby

•

Group net profit after tax (NPAT) was $28.4 million, up 6% on last year’s normalised profit. This is
also a record earnings result

•

Earnings per share improved to 28.6 cents against last year’s normalised 27.4 cents

•

Return on funds employed (ROFE) was 24% against a group target of 20%

•

Return on invested capital (ROIC) was 16%, considerably higher than our pre-tax weighted
average cost of capital (WACC) of 12.4%

•

Total dividend for the year was up 43% to 21.5 cents per share, reflecting our improved earnings
performance as well as the recent change in dividend payout policy

•

The acquisition of JAS Oceania has enabled us to create a scalable Australian auto electrical
distribution platform

•

We sold our non-core Packaging division for a small transactional gain, which has further
streamlined our investment portfolio

What is most pleasing about this year’s result is that while some of our market sectors encountered
tough market conditions, our three core divisions – being Oil & Gas Services, Automotive and Equipment
– each delivered operating earnings ahead of last year. Within those divisions most businesses
improved year-on-year, and outperformed their competitors in their respective markets.
Operating performance:
At head office level, Hellaby has a very small team which works actively with our subsidiaries to ensure
they have the plans, systems, people and resources to achieve their long and short-term goals, and
make them ‘better businesses’. As well as doing this on a day-to-day basis, the team worked very hard
with our divisional leaders to acquire two businesses and support their integration into our divisions, as
well as managing the sale of our Packaging division.
A key milestone was reached 12 months ago with the introduction of a new financial consolidation
system, which has significantly streamlined our financial reporting and consolidation processes.
Because of the nature of our organisation, we are continually adding or removing businesses, so we
needed something that would enable our subsidiaries to retain their own finance systems across many
countries, yet also align with Hellaby’s reporting requirements and our obligations as a listed company.
The success of this project is a credit to our finance people and the finance leaders of our businesses.
As you can see by these examples, success is truly a team effort.
On to our divisions…
Our Oil & Gas Services division continued on its growth path, despite a lower global oil price driving the
deferral of some plant maintenance and shutdowns in the second half. Strong relationships with
Australian and Middle Eastern clients created expanded work opportunities and drove a sales increase
of 15% to $189.1 million, and a 13% increase in EBITDA to $18.5 million. This is the highest profit ever
achieved for the business.
Contract Resources, which celebrated 25 years in 2014, has doubled its sales and earnings over the last
five years, and is looking to achieve further sales and earnings improvement in each of its geographic
regions over the next year. Hellaby and Contract Resources have started exploring further acquisition
opportunities in this sector; and Andy Wells, the chief executive of Contract Resources, will outline the
Contract Resources growth story after my presentation.
Our Automotive division continues to consistently deliver outstanding returns, with sales increasing by
8% to $200.2 million, and EBITDA up by 6% to $25.6 million. This is the highest profit ever achieved for
this division. Our largest auto parts business, BNT, and our specialist tyre business, TRS, both faced
market contractions driven respectively by changed warrant of fitness regulations and declining on-farm
spend. Despite these challenges, both businesses increased their revenue and improved their earnings
for 2015.
As I mentioned earlier, the acquisition of JAS Oceania in June 2015 has provided a scalable Australian
auto electrical distribution platform, enabling JAS to work with a number of our other automotive
businesses to create and deliver growth initiatives and operating synergies. Late in the financial year,
BNT launched a specialist heavy duty parts business called Truck & Trailer Parts, which will target truck
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workshops and trailer assemblers in New Zealand. The ongoing expansion of the Automotive division’s
market offering in New Zealand and Australia is continuing to strengthen this division, and Hellaby will
continue to work with its leaders to pursue further growth opportunities. Colin Daly, the chief executive
of our Automotive division will also share some insights with you about the changing face of his division,
after my presentation.
The Equipment division increased sales by 7% to $208.7 million and grew EBITDA by a very creditable
16% to $14.0 million, which is the highest profit ever achieved for this division. This was primarily driven
by 12 months trading and steady growth from New Zealand Trucks, which expanded from one to four
workshops during the year, including a small acquisition. New Zealand Trucks has doubled its revenues
during its first full year under Hellaby’s ownership, and will seek to expand into other key transport hubs.
The division’s largest business AB Equipment has reaped the benefits of customer service initiatives to
counter steady but flattening capital equipment demand. Aftermarket parts and service sales have
doubled in the past five years and now account for one third of revenue.
Hellaby will focus on further aftermarket expansion opportunities from both New Zealand Trucks and AB
Equipment.
The Footwear division continued to experience difficult trading conditions with tight discretionary
spending by consumers, competition from online sales and ‘head to toe’ ranging by apparel retailers,
together with a late summer which impacted winter sales. Sales declined by 3% to $140.8 million, and
EBITDA was $5.8 million against last year’s $6.2 million. Both Hannahs and Number One Shoes traded
profitably, with Hannahs’ earnings significantly ahead of the previous year. Hannahs has now
rationalised its loss-making Australian Pulp retail operation down to one remaining store; and in New
Zealand has been benefiting from new distribution partnerships with some very successful overseas
brands, including the recent launch of the iconic British brand Clarks.
As signalled previously, Hellaby no longer considers retail to be a core investment area. Consequently
we will be seeking to divest our two Footwear businesses at an appropriate time.
The Packaging division had a transitional year as it undertook a major manufacturing transformation
from an ageing plant to a purpose-built, food-grade facility. This attracted the attention of global
packaging business Coveris, which was looking to establish a position ‘Down Under’, and we took the
opportunity to sell the division in May 2015, in a mutually beneficial transaction. When considered
against our investment criteria, Packaging was, in its existing form, sub-scale and would have required
significantly more investment to justify long-term retention. Packaging’s EBITDA was $2.0 million
compared to $3.6 million last year, reflecting an 11 month reporting period (pre-sale) and the impact of
the transition between manufacturing facilities.
Disciplined capital management
During the year Hellaby spent $24 million on acquisitions. Our 22% gearing, measured as debt to debt
plus total equity, is well within the company’s target of 45% or below, and ensures that we still have
ample capacity to fund significant growth opportunities. Shareholders should note that we paid a multiple
for our acquisitions this year, lower than achieved for the Packaging divestment. We believe this shows
that we are prudent and capable investors, and that we are willing to recycle capital.
Our growth path
During the year, Hellaby continued to actively pursue and progress acquisition and divestment
opportunities.
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In May 2015 New Zealand Trucks acquired DAMS, a Waikato company which provides maintenance,
repair and engineering services to the truck sector. DAMS has given New Zealand Trucks a strategically
important position in the upper North Island, and significantly increased its capacity to service national
and regional customers.
In June 2015 Hellaby acquired Melbourne-based JAS Oceania, an Australian wholesale distributor of
auto-electrical, automotive air conditioning and lighting components. JAS Oceania’s product range is
complementary to Hellaby’s other Australian Automotive businesses, and they are already working
together to develop growth opportunities and achieve synergies. JAS Oceania’s 19 branch Australian
network has plenty of expansion potential, and we plan to add several new branches over the next six
months. This business also provides an ideal platform for further Australian bolt-on acquisitions.
These two businesses were acquired for $24 million, and are expected to collectively increase Hellaby’s
annualised EBITDA by around $5 million. While relatively small, they are both strategically significant
and strongly aligned with existing Hellaby subsidiaries.
As I mentioned before, we announced the sale of our small Packaging division for $33 million, which
generated a $0.5 million transaction gain on carrying value. Strategically and executionally, this was a
great outcome for our shareholders and we can now recycle capital for future acquisitions that are more
aligned with our portfolio strategy.
We currently have a number of potential acquisitions in the pipeline and we are optimistic that at least
some will come to fruition during this financial year. But we will continue to be patient and meticulous in
our due diligence to ensure that when we do acquire and commit capital, integration will be equally
successful.
Just as a reminder, here are the key principles of Hellaby’s M&A growth strategy:
1.

We are seeking earnings diversity – experience has shown us the benefits of an investment
portfolio of assets with earnings spread across different geographies and sectors. This approach
also gives our shareholders exposure to sectors they would not otherwise be able to access,
thereby adding value for our investors. Having divested Packaging, Hellaby is most focused on
investing in our core divisions – Oil & Gas Services, Automotive and Equipment - which currently
generate over 90% of our earnings, and which we believe all have good prospects for further
expansion. We have strong industry positions in these sectors and will continue working to drive
growth opportunities, both through acquisition and organically through business development.

2.

We want our divisions to have scale – we expect divisions that endure in our portfolio to
generate – or have the capability to generate – at least $20 million EBITDA annually with the
appropriate investment.

3.

Our investment targets are clear – we have three different investment approaches, which all
have the common denominator of being able to generate profitable growth.
a.

Firstly organic growth – our recent Automotive start-up business, Truck & Trailer Parts, as
well as opening new service centres for New Zealand Trucks are two examples of this type
of investment

b.

Secondly ‘bolt-on’ acquisitions – DAMS and JAS Oceania are examples of this type of
acquisition, which create synergies and broaden the offerings of existing divisions;

c.

Finally, new sectors – the Contract Resources acquisition, which created our Oil & Gas
Services division, is an outcome of this strategy.
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4.

We also have a robust and considered process – our key acquisition criteria is whether the
business will generate value for you, our shareholders. This means we have to carefully identify
and consider risks as well as growth opportunities.

How our portfolio has changed:
We will now have a quick look at the transformation of Hellaby’s portfolio over the past five years. Note
the addition of Oil & Gas Services from April 2013 in the light grey band on top. Oil & Gas Services
generated 28% of earnings in the year to June 2015. Note also the growth in Equipment earnings in the
bright blue band third from bottom. Equipment generated 21% of earnings in the year to June 2015. And
note the solid, consistently growing contribution from Automotive at 39% of earnings in the year to June
2015. These three core divisions – Oil & Gas Services, Automotive and Equipment – collectively
generated close to 90% of earnings in the year to June 2015. Note that the Packaging division, being the
thin grey band second from the bottom, now disappears.

The next graph shows the growing geographical diversity of Hellaby, which is a conscious strategy to
reduce Hellaby’s traditional dependency solely on ‘NZ Inc’. 29% of sales were generated outside New
Zealand in the year to June 2015, compared to less than 5% five years ago.

These graphs clearly demonstrate that our growth strategy is delivering results, and we are choosing
companies and partners who are able to drive successfully growth opportunities in other markets. This
strategy will continue to evolve over the next few years.
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Lessons learned
This is my last Annual Meeting at the helm of Hellaby. The company is now very different to when I
became Managing Director in 2007, and along the way we’ve learned a lot from the challenges we’ve
faced, and our successes and failures. I’d like to quickly share with you a summary of what I think are
some key requirements in building a successful investment holding company:
-

Being an active owner – subsidiaries need support through resources, and can benefit from
the skills and experience of other parts of the organisation. Understanding their strategy,
supporting their initiatives and helping manage their risks can make a big difference.

-

Delegated accountability – as a holding company, we’re not a pure-play corporate and our
businesses need to have accountability for their decisions and their resulting performance.
However with increased independence comes the responsibility to deliver value back to our
ultimate owners, our shareholders, and to be held accountable for delivering value.

-

A relentless focus on operational excellence – regardless of market conditions, businesses
need to be operated in the most effective way possible. You can create considerable value
and fund a lot of new initiatives through free cash flow. We have generated over $260 million
of free cash flow in the last eight years, which has enabled us to reduce debt, make
acquisitions and ultimately create a very strong balance sheet.

-

While a diverse portfolio spreads risk, scale is also critical, and we have progressively refined
our portfolio towards a narrower grouping of industrial divisions with scale. This management
team started with the cards we had been dealt, and since 2007 we have exited sub-scale
investments in textiles, pet food, barbeques, electricity metering and more recently
packaging. Our three core divisions do have scale and each generates annual revenues of
around $200 million.

-

Raising the bar on talent – attracting, developing and retaining good talent is critical. This has
become one of Hellaby’s absolute strengths over recent years

-

Due diligence is everything – a good investment company needs to identify, understand and
value the risks and opportunities facing a target business. Failure to do this has historically
cost the shareholders of Hellaby and many other investment companies; and I have taken
great pride in the performance of the companies we have acquired during my time, and the
value they will continue to generate for our company. We are patient investors, we stick to
our investment strategy and we never suffer from ‘deal fever’.

On that note we will now look ahead to Hellaby’s prospects for the rest of this financial year.
Looking ahead
Like most economic commentators, we believe that economic conditions will remain variable this
financial year. However, despite this, we maintain the guidance given five weeks ago in our 2015 results
announcement – which is that we expect to achieve higher group earnings in the year ahead.
The New Zealand economy is still growing, albeit inconsistently between sectors. Demand for capital
equipment in the forestry and construction sectors remains steady, whereas demand for tractor tyres has
diminished. Retail remains tough, although it is pleasing to note that Hannahs’ performance continues to
improve. And the recent negative impact of vehicle warrant-of-fitness regulatory changes should
progressively reverse from January 2016 onwards as that market settles on a new compliance cycle;
which will assist our largest auto parts business BNT.
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The flatness of the Australian economy simply makes M&A conversations easier when we approach
Australian vendors about their companies, and we currently have a reasonable pipeline of potential
Australian M&A opportunities. We expect to grow our Australian revenues and earnings substantially this
year following the addition of JAS Oceania, and the opportunities presented for its own growth as well as
for our other Australian automotive businesses.
Our Oil & Gas Services business, Contract Resources is expected to further improve its sales and
earnings in this financial year. Having built a very solid Middle Eastern client base over recent years, we
believe that our Middle East business can generate significant growth opportunities and further
geographical expansion. On a more cautious note, Contract Resources has more recently experienced
some reactive client behaviour in Australia and in particular, the USA, due largely to low global oil prices.
That said, the core business of Contract Resources is to provide specialist catalyst handling and plant
maintenance services in the refining sector. As a specialist maintenance provider, it is therefore less
exposed than service providers to upstream exploration and new facility builds. Contract Resources is
actually more exposed to refinery margins than to oil price movements per se. So we are maintaining our
expectation of further earnings growth for Contract Resources in the coming year.
Shareholders should note however, that we expect Hellaby’s group earnings will be weighted to the
second half of this financial year. Indeed our first half earnings are likely to be below the previous
corresponding period, whereas second half earnings are likely to be ahead of the previous
corresponding period. This is due principally to the spread and timing of Contract Resources’ projects
across our various geographies. This has been budgeted accordingly for the 2016 financial year.
The ongoing acquisition of businesses that meet our investment criteria remains a priority. With
significant borrowing capacity, and some interesting opportunities in play, further new acquisitions are
expected in the coming year. Hellaby’s investment focus will be on its core divisions.
In summary, Hellaby remains in excellent financial shape, with a strong balance sheet and a clear
strategy for further growth from our core businesses. As stated already, we expect to once again achieve
higher earnings in the 2016 financial year.
I would finally like to thank the management teams and every colleague in our companies and at
Hellaby. Our success and the performance of our companies hinges solely on their hard work and
dedication. Hellaby has a very strong financial position and a portfolio of iconic companies, but will
always have opportunities to improve. After more than eight years as CEO, I believe this is an
appropriate time to hand over to a new leader. I wish Alan Clarke the very best and believe that I am
handing over a professional and dedicated organisation which is in significantly better shape, and with a
clearer portfolio and strategy, than the one I inherited in 2007. Hellaby is well prepared to pursue
attractive opportunities and handle challenges going forward.
I’d now like to introduce you to our Chief Executive - Automotive, Colin Daly, who will give you a brief
outline of this division and where Hellaby is heading in Automotive. Andy Wells, the Chief Executive of
Contract Resources (and a 5% shareholder in Contract Resources), will then do the same for his
division. We have excellent leaders within Hellaby, and the Annual Meeting provides an opportunity for
shareholders to experience this by hearing from them first hand.
Thank you & farewell.

[Note: Reconciliations of non-GAAP financial measures are included on pages 2 to 12 of the 2015
Annual Report. Please refer to the 2015 Annual Report for terms and definitions.]
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Hellaby Holdings Limited
Annual Meeting
1 October 2015

Presentation by John Williamson
Managing Director

The year’s performance

Growth strategy on track
•

Record earnings in FY15

•

Sales up 6% to $779.5 million

•

Trading EBITDA up 5% to $59.1 million

•

Group NPAT1 up 6% to $28.4 million

•

Earnings per share1 up 4% to 28.6 cents

1. Comparative FY14 result is normalised for the impact of the $26.9 million goodwill impairment of the Footwear businesses, which was booked
effective 30 June 2014
Annual Meeting | Hellaby Holdings Limited | 1 October 2015
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Growth strategy on track
•

24% return on funds employed

•

16% return on invested capital

•

Total dividend for year up 43% to 21.5 cents per share

•

JAS Oceania acquisition creates Australian auto electrical
distribution platform

•

Sale of Packaging division further streamlines portfolio

Annual Meeting | Hellaby Holdings Limited | 1 October 2015
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Building better businesses
•

Three largest and core divisions have
improved earnings

•

Two acquisitions and divestment of
Packaging

•

New financial consolidation system
streamlines financial reporting

Annual Meeting | Hellaby Holdings Limited | 1 October 2015
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Oil & Gas Services
•

Contract Resources in second full year under Hellaby’s
85% ownership

•

Growth continues despite project deferrals in H2 FY15

•

Sales up 15%, EBITDA at $18.5 million up 13%
–

A record operating result

•

Earnings growth driven by Middle East and Australia

•

Sales and earnings have doubled in past five years

•

Expecting further sales and earnings growth in FY16

•

Pursuing growth through market development and
acquisition initiatives

Annual Meeting | Hellaby Holdings Limited | 1 October 2015
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Automotive

•

Sales up 8%, EBITDA at $25.6 million up 6%
–

A record operating result

•

Strong performances by BNT and TRS Tyre & Wheel
despite adverse conditions

•

Acquisition of JAS Oceania creates a scalable auto
electrical position

•

Continuing to pursue growth opportunities in Australia
and New Zealand
–

BNT recently launched specialist heavy parts business
‘Truck & Trailer Parts’

Annual Meeting | Hellaby Holdings Limited | 1 October 2015
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Equipment
•

Sales up 7%, EBITDA at $14.0 million up 16%
–

•

A record operating result

New Zealand Trucks has doubled revenues in first full year
of Hellaby ownership
–

Coverage expanded from one to four workshops

•

Increased AB Equipment aftermarket parts and service
sales

•

Further expansion planned for New Zealand Trucks and AB
Equipment aftermarket parts and service

Annual Meeting | Hellaby Holdings Limited | 1 October 2015
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Footwear
•

Sales down 3%, EBITDA below prior year at $5.8
million

•

Both Hannahs and Number One Shoes trading
profitably
–

Significant earnings improvement for Hannahs

–

Hannahs has substantially exited its Australian retail
footprint

•

Iconic British Clarks brand launched by Hannahs in
August 2015

•

Footwear division considered to be non-core; will
divest at appropriate time

Annual Meeting | Hellaby Holdings Limited | 1 October 2015
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Packaging (divested May 2015)
•

•

A year of transition:
–

From an ageing manufacturing plant to a
purpose-built food-grade facility

–

Earnings impacted by transition between
manufacturing facilities

Divested through trade sale in May 2015
–

•

Elldex Packaging was considered to be subscale and non-core

EBITDA lower at $2.0 million
–

11 month contribution (pre-sale)

Annual Meeting | Hellaby Holdings Limited | 1 October 2015
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Disciplined capital management
•

$24 million acquisitions completed in the year

•

$33 million capital recycled through Packaging division
disposal

•

Maintained a conservative capital structure
–

22.3% gearing is well within company target of <45%

–

Capacity to fund significant growth opportunities

Annual Meeting | Hellaby Holdings Limited | 1 October 2015
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Growth

Portfolio continues to evolve
•

Two strategically significant businesses acquired for $24 million
–

•

DAMS, acquired May 2015
–
–

•

Waikato truck workshop integrated into New Zealand Trucks
Strengthens New Zealand Trucks’ upper North Island position

JAS Oceania, acquired June 2015
–
–
–

•

Expected to collectively increase group EBITDA by ~$5.0 million pa

Australian wholesale distributor of auto electrical, automotive air conditioning
and lighting components
19 branch Australian network, with new branches planned
Platform for further Australian bolt-on acquisitions

Packaging, divested May 2015
–
–

Divested for $33 million; includes a $0.5 million transactional gain
Excellent outcome for shareholders

Annual Meeting | Hellaby Holdings Limited | 1 October 2015
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Growth strategy
•

Seeking earnings diversity

•

Expect our divisions to have scale
–

•

EBITDA capability of >$20 million per division

Investments must generate profitable growth:
–

Organic growth


–

‘Bolt-on’ acquisitions


–

eg Truck & Trailer Parts start-up

eg DAMS and JAS Oceania

New sectors


eg Contract Resources, which created Oil & Gas Services
division in 2013
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Hellaby’s reshaped portfolio
•

•

Divisional composition of portfolio has
evolved over past five years
–

Three core divisions

–

Oil & Gas Services, Automotive,
Equipment

–

~90% of group EBITDA

Geographic mix reflects acquisition
strategy
–

~30% offshore sales
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Learnings

Learnings
•

Being an active owner

•

Delegated accountability

•

Relentless focus on operational excellence

•

Scale is critical

•

Raising the bar on talent

•

Due diligence is everything

R Hannah & Co established in 1868
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Looking ahead

FY16 Outlook
•

Higher group earnings expected for FY16
–

Despite variable economic conditions in New Zealand and Australia

•

Contract Resources expected to further improve performance

•

Group earnings budget weighted to second half of financial year
–

•

Ongoing pursuit of value accretive acquisitions
–

•

Primarily due to timing of Contract Resources projects
Primary investment focus on three core divisions

Strong balance sheet and clear growth strategy
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www.hellabyholdings.co.nz
Disclaimer
Please read this presentation in the wider context of material previously published by Hellaby Holdings Limited. Please refer to the 2015 Annual Report for terms and definitions. Reconciliations of
non-GAAP financial measures are included on pages 2 to 12 of the 2015 Annual Report.

Hellaby Holdings Limited
Automotive Division
1 October 2015

Presentation by Colin Daly
Chief Executive - Automotive

Hellaby Automotive – it’s not just about the car
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Channel presence and opportunities
MOTORCYCLE

PASSENGER

LIGHT TO
HEAVY
COMMERCIAL

INDUSTRIAL

CONSTRUCTION

AGRICULTURAL

MARINE

SERVICE AND
REPAIR PARTS

New
Zealand

ELECTRICAL

TYRE AND
WHEEL

Australia

ELECTRICAL

Through our existing market-leading distribution companies and growth, via
complementary acquisitions, become Australasia's preferred supplier of Automotive
parts and solutions
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Automotive by numbers
•

2 countries
– New Zealand and Australia

•

9 businesses
– Each business is a market leading wholesale distributor

•

110 (85 NZ, 25 Australia) network branch locations deliver comprehensive Australasian
geographic coverage

•

720 staff

•

26% of FY2015 Hellaby group sales and 39% of group trading EBITDA

•

Return on funds employed (ROFE) of 37.1%

•

Free cash flow of $23.9 million
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5 year performance

Sales

EBITDA

Sales up by:
• 8% for FY2015
• 24% between 2011-2015

EBITDA up by:
• 6% for FY2015
• 23% between 2011-2015
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Recent achievements
•

JAS Oceania
– Acquired June 2015
– Scalable and providing significantly increased Australian market coverage

•

BNT and TRS performance within challenging market conditions

•

Launch of Truck and Trailer Parts (TATP)

•

Further evolution of Automotive leadership team and talent pool
– Significant new talent introduced raising skill levels
– Internal succession planning, leadership and career development
– Developing high performance team - collaboration and synergistic behaviours

•

Further improvement of commercial trading terms achieved with suppliers

•

Customer relationship management (CRM) deployed through most businesses

•

Customer satisfaction program extended into more businesses
– Feedback from over 2,000 customers

•

Increased employee engagement
– Business clarity, communication, team development, talent management and safety
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FY2016 focus
•

Further complementary acquisitions to broaden Automotive coverage in Australasia

•

Electrical
– Building Australian scale via expansion of JAS branch network
– Utilise JAS branch network to optimise both Federal and Diesel footprints and
customer proximity
– Increase NZ customer access to Dasko and Diesel through HCB network
– Optimise mechanical workshop sales via BNT (NZ) and wholesalers (Australia)

•

Growing heavy duty parts performance through Truck and Trailer Parts and the
existing BNT footprint

•

IT roadmap – e-Commerce, electronic cataloguing and logistics solutions

•

Customer loyalty and integration
– Relationship management, targeted marketing and creating ‘stickiness’
– Customer satisfaction solutions & surveys completed across all businesses; proven
correlation between improving satisfaction and better business performance

•

Improved distribution and logistics capability
– Taking advantage of synergistic and expanded network opportunities
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Our people
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Our businesses

Some of our brands

Disclaimer
Please read this presentation in the wider context of material previously published by Hellaby Holdings Limited. Please refer to the 2015 Annual Report for terms and definitions.
Reconciliations of non-GAAP financial measures are included on pages 2 to12 of the 2015 Annual Report.
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Setting New Standards in
Specialised Industrial Services
1 October 2015
Andrew Wells, Chief Executive Officer

25 Years of Setting New Standards
 Celebrated 25 years of operations
 From humble beginnings in Papakura
to 27 international locations
– a can do kiwi culture,
– focus on innovation,
– our people and their work ethic.
– being centered on niche services
– and a zero harm culture
… are what makes us different on the
international stage

 Over the past 25 years we have built a
reputation that propels our
international growth

NEW ZEALAND

2

AUSTRALIA

USA

MIDDLE EAST

SOUTH AMERICA

International Presence

NEW ZEALAND
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AUSTRALIA

USA

MIDDLE EAST

SOUTH AMERICA

Service Streams
 Catalyst & mechanical
 Tank & environmental
 Heat exchanger
maintenance
 Shutdown & turnaround
 Acid plant maintenance
 Chemical cleaning
 Hydro-jetting & cold
cutting
 Industrial coatings
 Pipeline services

NEW ZEALAND
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AUSTRALIA

USA

MIDDLE EAST

SOUTH AMERICA

Industry Snapshot
The industries we
service are large and
varied ….
 Predominantly oil
and gas, but also
 Mining and minerals
 Pulp and paper
 Dairy
 Petrochemicals,
fertilizer and plastics

…. with a common theme of
difficult problems that few
companies can solve
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NEW ZEALAND

AUSTRALIA

USA

MIDDLE EAST

SOUTH AMERICA

Performance - Safety Comes First

 Our Zero Harm culture drives
an outstanding safety
performance
 Zero Lost Time Injury in last
14 months LTIFR = 0
 2.3M man-hours in last 12months, peak work force
1,660 FTE
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AUSTRALIA

USA

MIDDLE EAST

SOUTH AMERICA
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Performance - Strong Growth
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AUSTRALIA

USA

14

MIDDLE EAST

15

SOUTH AMERICA

Performance – Regional Sales Mix

 Proportion of Middle East sales
will increase over time
 Correspondingly share of
revenue from Australia and New
Zealand will reduce
proportionately

2015
USA
20%
Middle
East
18%

Australia
57%

New
Zealand
5%
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AUSTRALIA

USA

MIDDLE EAST

SOUTH AMERICA

Recent Achievements
 New Zealand
– New branches in Taupo, Christchurch
– Geothermal work increasing

 Australia
– Opened branches in Chinchilla and Gladstone (Queensland)
– Secured long term contracts on most commissioned LNG plants
– New GM, external hire

 Middle East
– 50/50 JV in Saudi – large, challenging project at SASREF underway
– Very active in Egypt

 Americas/ USA
– New GM appointed from CR Australia
– 50/50 JV in Brazil, first project won
– Projects in Columbia and Peru completed with Chilean partners
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AUSTRALIA

USA

MIDDLE EAST

SOUTH AMERICA

Top Five Strategic Objectives
 Achieve Zero Harm to People, Community and the Environment
 Continue growth at current rates
 Establish CR as the pre-eminent specialised industrial service provider to
global heavy industry
 Be recognized by our clients and industry for our innovation and as an
employer of choice
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AUSTRALIA

USA

MIDDLE EAST

SOUTH AMERICA

Effects of Oil Price Decline
 Exploration and production industry has suffered
– CR exposure is not significant but has an effect on margins

 Refining enjoying a significant uplift in margins with lower oil prices
– Refineries continue to run and delay maintenance activity as long as they can
– Creates very reactive environment to operate
– US business, being heavily exposed to the refining sector, is seeing the biggest
effect

 All oil and gas companies are seeking cost savings
– This creates pressure on margins in some areas and opportunities for growth in
others
Disclaimer: Please read this presentation in the wider context of material previously published by Hellaby Holdings Limited. Please refer to the 2015
Annual Report for terms and definitions. Reconciliations of non-GAAP financial measures are included on pages 2 to 12 of the 2015 Annual Report.
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Our clients (representative list)
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